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On CETS-Modules in a torsion theory 1

Kazuo Shigenaga＊

Abstract

    Patrik F ， Smith ［3］ defined the CESS-modudes and obtained several basic results

on these modules.  ln this paper ， we generalize the CESS-modules in a torsion theory. 

    Let t be a left exact preradical with following property.  ff N is an essential

subm・dule Of M， then t(N)＝＝ t(M).  U・ing thi・p・eradi・al， we sh・w th・制1・wing

which is our main result:For a moduleルf ・＝ルfi㊥M2㊥…㊥Mn，ルf is CETS if and

only if every closure K of a torsion submodule of M with K A M， 一一一〇 for some

lsisn.  is a direct summand of M. 
      '

1.  Preliminaries

    Throughout this paper， all rings are associative with identity and all modules are

unital right modules.  Let R be a ring and M an R-module.  A submodule K of M

is called closed in M if K has no proper essential extension in M.  By Zorn's Lemma，

fbr every submodule N ofル1，there exists a closed submodule K ofルf such that！＞

is essential in K，and in this case we call K a closure of IV inルf.  Again， letルf be

any module ，and let L be any submodule of M.  By Zom's lemma， the collection of

submodules H of M such that H A L＝O has a maximal member P， P is called a

oo. mple. mθntof五(inル1)， A submodule K of M is called a complement submodule if

there exists a submodule e of M such that K is a complement of e in M， lt is well

known that a submodule K of M is closed if and only if K is a complement. 

    The moduleルf is called a CS・module if every complement submodule is a direct

summand， CS-modules are often called extendig modules by some authors.  lt is

clear that a module is a CS-module if and only if every submodu｝e is essential in a

direct summand，

    :Let 2V be a submodule ofルf. ！V≦、ルfand IV≦cl Mmean thatハ「is essential

in M and N is closed in M， respectively. 

    For e ach p reradical t， we denote the t-torsion (resp， t-torsionfree？ class by rl'(t)

(resp . F( t ))，
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    For qll undefined notions about ・torsion theories the reader is referred to Golan

［2］ and Stenstio'm ［4］，

    Now， let t be a left exact preradical'with the following property.  ff N is an

essen tia1・5岐南1∂du)e(ガM， then '(N)＝・ t(M)、，where'(M)'means the torsion

SU加20dulg Of M. 

                          2 .  CETS-modules

    Followig ［3］ ， a module M is called a' CESS-module if every complemerit with

essential socle is a direct summand， equivalently， every submodule with essential

sO61e is essential in a direct summand of M. 

    A module M is called a CETS-module if eve ry complement N with t(N) s， N is. 

a direct summand， that iS， every submodule N with t(N)s， N is essential in a direct

summand of M， or more eqpivalently， evey'closure of any torsion submodu・le is a，

direct sum血and of M，，

    Remark 1.  CS-modules are CETS-modules， ' .  ，

    Remark 2.  For the preradical t＝ socle，CETS-modules are the same to CESS-

modules，

    Remark 3.  Torsion free medules are CETS. 

    Remark 4.  Torsion'modules qre semisimple modules.  So these modules are CS 一

and CETS-modules，

    hemma 1.  Let M be a CETS-module with t(M)s， M Then， M is a CS-

module. 

    Proof・Let IV be any complement in M・We have that t(N)≦e N・Sinceルf. is

CETS， we see that N is a direct summand Of M.  Hence， M is CS. 

    Lemma 2.  Any direct summand of CETS-modules is a CETS 一module .  '

    Proof.  Let M be CETS and let M＝ルfi㊥ルt2.  Let 1＞is a closed submodule of

ルti with t(N)≦e N.  We see that N is closed in'M. So， there is a submodule X of

M such that M e NeX.  Then we have M， pt Ne(M， n X)， so 'N is a direct

summand of M， .  Hence M， .  is CETS. 

    Lemma 3.  .  A module M is CETS if and only if every closure of the t(M) is CS

and a direct sulnmand ofルf. 

    Proo£ Suppose first that M is a CETS-module.  Now， let t(M) be any closure of
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t(M).  We have that t(t(M) s， t(M) .  Then t(M) is a direct summand ofM， because

Mis CETS.  By Lemma 2， t(M) is CETS and by Lemma 1， t(M) is CS. 

Conversely， let N be a complement submodule of M with t(N)s.  N， By the

assumption for preradical t， we obtain that t(M)＝＝t(N)＠Ls， N(｛D L for some

submodule L of t(M)， Let K be closure of N(fD L in M.  Then K is closure of

t(M) .  By the assumption， K is CS and K is a direct summand of M.  Since N is

complement in K and N is a direct summand of M， it follows that M is CETS. 

    Corollary 4、 Let M・一ルti㊥M， whereル1， is a tOrsion submodule and M2 is

a torsion free submodule， Then M is a CETS-module，. 

    Proof Clearly M，＝t(M)and henceルfi is closure of t(M).  By Remark 4

and Lemma 3， M is CETS，

Remark 5 For our preradical t， if t is splitting then every module is CETS，

    Corollary 5.  Letルf be an R・module such that t(M)≦eルf. 

and only if'ルf is CETS. 

    Proof.  Only if part is cle ar， lf part is follows from Lemma 1，

Then ルf is CS if
    '

    Proposition 6， 1. tet M，(l s i s n) be a finite collection of R-modules and let

M＝ M， ＠'''eM. .  Then M is CETS if and only if every closure K of a torsion

submodule of M with K∩ルf，＝O fbr some 1≦'≦〃，is a direct summand of M，
                        t

    Proof The necessity is clear， Conversely， suppose that ル1 has the stated

condition.  Let K be a closed submodule 'of M with t(K)s， K ， Let

M':ルti㊥…㊥Mn-i.  Let H be a closure in 1(of K∩M'.  Note that H is closed

in '
l and H has essential torsion part.  (i，e.  t(H)s， H) Since H n M.  ＝O and

H is a closure of t(K n M') in M， by hypothesis， H is a direct summand of M， So，

there exists a submodule H' of M such that M＝H＠H'， Then， K ＝H＠(K n H'). 

We see that K n H' is closed in M， t(K n H') is essential in K n H' and

(K n H') n M， : O ， By hypothe sis， K n H' is a direct summand of M and hence

also of H'.  It fbllows that K is a direct summand ofルf.  Thus Mis CETS. 
                                                   '

    Given a finite collection of modules M， (1 s i s n) ， we say that the modules are

曲丁丁丁丁if M、 i・Mノ ・injectiv・f…all i≠ノin｛1，2…，n｝. 
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    Corollary 7.  :Letルfゴ(1≦'≦n)be a finite collection「of relatively injective R・

modules.  Then M＝M，㊥M，㊥…㊥ルf。 is CETS if and only ifル1， i's CETS for each i

(1≦i・sn). 

    Proof.  The necessity is clearわy Lemma 2.  C叩versely， suppose that each

M，(1≦i≦n)i・CETS.  By indu・ti・n・n n， we can・upP・se with・ut lqss・f g・n・・alitY

that n＝2・， Let. K be a closed submodule ofル/'ルt， O M， with '(K)≦， K. 

SupP・S・that・κ∩M，・一〇・lt i・w・ll kngwn that there exi・t・a・ubm・dul・M'・f M

such that M＝＝ルで㊥M'and」K≦M'.  Clearly. M'etルf2， so that M'is CETS. 

Hence K is a direct summand of M'，and hence also of M. ， Similarly， if L is a

closed submodule with t(L)≦， L and with五∩ル12臨0，then五is direct summand of
                      し ゴロ

M，Moreover，K and L are closure of t(K)and t(」乙)，respectively.  So， by

Proposition 6，ルf is CETS. 

    Proposition 8.  Let M be a CETS module.  Then M has a decomposition

M＝ルfi㊥ル12 such thatルfl is CS， t(M，)≦，ルfi and t(M，)・・ O. 

    Proof.  Sinceル1 is CETS， there is a direct summand M， of M such that

t(M)≦eルti.  We see from Lemma 1 thatルfi is CS.  Now，letルf ＝＝ル4Φルf2. Then，

cle arly， t( M， ) ＝O ，
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